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\section*{Abstract}
We describe a speaker-independent mel-cepstrum estimation system which accepts electromagnetic articulography (EMA) data as input. The system collects speaker information with d-vectors generated from the EMA data. We have also investigated the effect of speaker independence in the input vectors given to the mel-cepstrum estimator. This is accomplished by introducing a two-stage network, where the first stage is trained to output EMA sequences that are averaged across all speakers on a per-triphone basis (and so are speaker-independent) and the second receives these as input for mel-cepstrum estimation. Experimental results show that using the d-vectors can improve the performance of mel-cepstrum estimation by 0.19 dB with regard to mel-cepstrum distortion in the closed-speaker test set. Additionally, giving triphone-averaged EMA data to a mel-cepstrum estimator is shown to improve the performance by a further 0.16 dB, which indicates that the speaker-independent input has a positive effect on mel-cepstrum estimation.

\textbf{Index Terms:} articulatory movement, EMA, mel-cepstrum estimation, speech synthesis

\section*{1. Introduction}
The performance of speech synthesis has improved dramatically in recent years, owing to state-of-the-art neural network-based approaches. Tacotron2 \cite{1} achieved sound quality almost indistinguishable from that of a real human using an encoder-decoder type network and the Wavenet vocoder \cite{2}. Many systems employ an end-to-end approach which directly synthesizes voice from text (e.g. \cite{1}). Such systems are applicable in numerous applications that require high quality voices. However, actual human articulation information for voice generation is still required in some applications that involve simulation of the mechanism of human voice production. For example, Anumanchipalli et al. synthesized speech from ECoG brain activity data, but claim their approach is only viable using estimated articulatory movements as an intermediary representation \cite{4}. Meanwhile, Tobing et al. successfully demonstrated articulatory control over speech synthesis by modifying tongue tip height in their articulatory-to-acoustic and inversion mapping systems in order to change several vowels \cite{3}. Such studies show that taking articulation into account can prove valuable for speech synthesis in multiple cases and can ease the simulation of more human-like variety of pronunciation.

Articulatory movements can be recorded with several types of equipment which may be roughly divided into two main categories: imaging-based and point tracking-based techniques \cite{5}. The biggest advantage of imaging-based methods, such as X-ray cineradiography \cite{6}, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) \cite{7}, and ultrasound \cite{8}, is that a fuller picture of articulation can be obtained. These techniques can scan the shape of the internal vocal tract with X-ray, radio wave, or ultrasound that can penetrate the human body. However, they present some difficulties for use in speech synthesis due to their loud noise, low frame rate, or danger of X-ray radiation. On the other hand, electromagnetic articulography (EMA) \cite{9}, which is perhaps the most popular point tracking-based method, is widely used in articulation-based speech synthesis because it has a high frame rate and reasonable accuracy in point tracking \cite{5}. The purpose of this study is to provide a speaker-independent mel-cepstrum estimation system from the articulatory movements recorded by EMA.

To construct a speaker-independent mel-cepstrum estimation model, some kind of speaker information should be provided as input. In recent years, speech synthesis studies have shown that feature vectors transferred from a speaker verification network can improve the performance of multi-speaker synthesis \cite{10, 11}. We borrow this idea in our proposed system. We show that appending d-vectors \cite{12} generated from EMA data to the inputs given to the EMA-based mel-cepstrum estimator is helpful for estimating mel-cepstra in a speaker-independent model. Subsequently, we attempt to make the inputs given to the mel-cepstrum estimator speaker-independent by taking the average of all speakers’ EMA data when the same tri-phone is spoken.

Finally, we show the result of experiments conducted with a two-stage network in which the first stage network is trained to output a speaker-independent average EMA sequence that is given to the second mel-cepstrum estimation network.

\section*{2. Related work}
Generating acoustic features from recorded articulatory movements using data-driven models has been studied for around two decades at least. In some of the earlier studies, Gaussian mixture models (GMM) or hidden Markov models (HMM) were employed for modeling the statistical relation between the articulatory and acoustic features \cite{3, 13-16}. The aim of those studies was to construct a GMM (or HMM) that predicts acoustic features from articulatory movements or models the co-occurrence relation between articulatory and acoustic features. Neural networks have also been applied to this problem numerous times. As an earlier example, Kello & Plaut used simple feed-forward networks with a single hidden layer \cite{17}. In more recent years, deep learning has gained popularity in training the mapping between articulatory movements and acoustic features, and a variety of networks...
have been used to handle the sequential articulatory movements [18-24]. In [19], windows of an entire sequence are input to a standard DNN. In contrast, [20] and [21] use long short-term memory (LSTM) units which have frequently been shown to be suitable for modeling sequential input and output relations. The latest research, which shows the best performance in estimating the acoustic features from articulatory movements, uses the bi-directional LSTM (BLSTM), which is an extension of LSTM that can deal with both forward and backward sequences of the input/output data [22-24]. However, these deep-learning-based studies have aimed at developing a speaker-specific acoustic feature generator. The purpose of this paper in contrast is to provide a speaker-independent mel-cepstrum estimator which can generate any of multiple speakers’ acoustic features using a single model.

3. Mel-cepstrum estimation using d-vector input

3.1. Capturing speaker characteristics

Our mel-cepstrum estimator is composed of a 4-layer BLSTM with a linear output layer, as this showed the best performance in our preliminary experiments. We incorporate speaker information to the estimator in a similar way to recent multi-speaker speech synthesis research. For obtaining speaker information from EMA data, Illa et al. proposed an LSTM-based speaker identifier [25]. Although its performance is good, it requires more training data than the EMA data we have available. Other synthesis studies have used the d-vector for capturing speaker characteristics [10, 11]. D-vectors have the advantage of being obtained with small footprint data [12] and are easy to calculate by taking the average of all frames at the last intermediate vector. Thus, we use the d-vector to represent speaker information in this study. The configuration of our system is illustrated in Figure 1. The d-vector calculation network is the same as in the original paper [12].

3.2. Database preprocessing

There have emerged many databases [27-31] since MOCHA-TIMIT [26], the first widely used EMA database, was released. Some of these databases contain multiple speakers [28-31], which is the essential requirement in our study, since we aim to develop a speaker-independent mel-cepstrum estimator. Among these databases, the EMA-MAE database [30] has the largest number of speakers, with EMA data sampled at 400 kHz and audio for 40 speakers (10 males and females for native English and Chinese-accented English respectively). Therefore, this is the data we have used in the research here.

The EMA-MAE database contains several sentences in a file. For convenience, we first divided the database into sentences, then removed those sentences with NaN (not a number) data, as well as those containing obvious mistakes (such as data where coil positions are at an unreasonable distance from the rest of the human body). Next, we removed those speakers with fewer than 10 sentences. Ultimately, we obtained 3,350 sentences from 32 speakers (8 of each group). Table 1 summarizes the speakers and their respective number of sentences as used in our experiments. We chose to use six of the articulator positions (TD, LT, TT, UL, LL and MI in Figure 2), as these are also available in other major databases [27, 29]. The positions were projected onto the midsagittal plane. The inputs given to the mel-cepstrum estimator were the z-score normalized EMA, Δ-EMA and ΔΔ-EMA sequences. Normalization was done sentence by sentence, as we have found this can notably improve estimation performance. For the d-vector calculator input, we simply subtracted the sentence average from the original EMA data, which is the same as in paper [25].

3.3. Experimental results

We conducted an eight-fold cross-validation test in which data were divided into three sets: training set, closed-speaker test set and open-speaker test set. In any one test, 28 out of 32
speakers (seven English native/Chinese-accented male/female) were used as the training data and the closed-speaker test data. Of these data, 90% were used as the training data and 10% as the closed-speaker test data. The remaining four speakers’ data were placed in the open-speaker (or “unseen-speaker”) test set. We used SPTK-3.9 for mel-cepstrum extraction. The Adam optimizer was used and the learning rates were set at 0.0001 during training. We evaluated the effectiveness of the d-vectors in both closed-speaker and open-speaker experiments.

Figure 3 presents the results. The horizontal axis shows the number of training epochs. The vertical axis gives MCD (mel-cepstrum distortion) compared with the original speech audio. The d-vectors are observed to improve the accuracy of mel-cepstrum estimation by 0.19 dB with respect to the lowest MCD in the closed-speaker experiment. These results show that appending speaker information to the inputs given to the mel-cepstrum estimator is effective in generating accurate mel-cepstra. Although the inputs (normalized EMA, Δ-EMA, and ΔΔ-EMA) implicitly include speaker identity, the d-vectors, which are the averages of all frames of data, seem to complement the speaker information. Meanwhile, the d-vectors are not found to improve results in the same way in the open-speaker experiment. We suspect this is due to having too few speakers available for calculating the d-vectors for unseen speakers. In comparable speech synthesis studies, more than 10,000 speakers may be used to train the models involved in calculating these vectors [10].

4. Speaker-independent inputs and a two-stage network

4.1. Inputting mean EMA data to the estimator

Frames of EMA data encode multiple types of information, such as the phones, their context, speaker identity, and so on. Figure 4 illustrates the trajectories of the sentence-by-sentence normalized EMA when the same tri-phone /w-ax+z/ is uttered multiple times by different speakers. The axes are the first and second components obtained after applying principal component analysis (PCA). Each line represents an utterance of the tri-phone. From the figure, we can observe few common characteristics among the multiple utterances of the same tri-phone. To clarify the tri-phone features and to make the inputs speaker-independent, we calculated the all-speaker average of the normalized EMA data when the same tri-phone is spoken. For that, we performed forced alignment to the speech data using the PocketSphinx speech recognizer [32], and then applied dynamic time warping (DTW) with mel-cepstra as the local distances to obtain the temporal correspondence between the tri-phones in different sentences.

The results of providing these mean EMA trajectories to the mel-cepstrum estimator are shown in Figure 5. We find that giving average input improves the accuracy of generated mel-cepstra. This result indicates that the speaker-independent average vector can be an appropriate intermediate representation in the process of mel-cepstrum estimation. However, there is a problem for using this in a practical articulatory-to-acoustic mapping in that it is impossible to calculate averages during the process of mel-cepstrum estimation because only the EMA data corresponding to a single utterance is available. We address this limitation next.

4.2. A two-stage network and its evaluation

Instead of calculating mean trajectories, we attempted to introduce a preprocessing network that estimates the average of EMA data. Figure 6 illustrates the entire system structure that is composed of two stages: a frontend network and the mel-cepstrum estimation network. The frontend network, which is trained to output the average EMA sequence, is composed of 2 BLSTM layers with 1,000 nodes and a linear
output layer. It is trained with the pairs of normalized EMA data and its corresponding average calculated in Section 4.1. The frontend outputs are 36 dimensional EMA, Δ-EMA and ΔΔ-EMA sequences, because estimating all three was found to improve performance of mel-cepstrum estimation in preliminary experiments. The first BLSTM layer of the frontend network is trained with domain adversarial training [33] in which the reversed gradient is back-propagated from a speaker-identification component. In this experiment, the gradients are multiplied by a small value (-0.01) to attenuate the effect of adversarial training. The speaker identification component, which estimates the speaker frame by frame, consists of an output linear layer and two hidden linear layers followed by a tanh activation function and a 50% dropout layer. The second stage is the same as the one described in Section 3.1. After being separately trained, they are connected and a fine-tuning training operation is conducted.

Figure 7 illustrates the outputs of the fine-tuned frontend network when the tri-phone data /w-ax+z/ are provided to the frontend. Although there are still differences between samples, the trajectories seem to have more similar shape for the same tri-phone compared to the lines in Figure 4. Figure 8 shows the result of mel-cepstrum estimation. We could obtain encouraging results in the closed-speaker experiment, where the lowest MCD is improved by 0.16 dB compared with the EMA+d-vector experiment. However, in the open-speaker experiment, the results obtained are relatively unsatisfactory. Analysis indicates this may be due to inadequate performance of average estimation in the frontend network. In fact, the mel-cepstrum estimator receiving the correct averages shows better results than that accepting the output of the frontend network. If the frontend performance can be sufficiently improved, the mel-cepstrum estimation accuracy can be expected to be correspondingly high since more accurate averages will be given to the estimator. This will be the focus of our future work.
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